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The wind carries them up. These plants wrap their

roots around branches of trees for support. Their long

leaves form cups. These cups hold water for the plant.

Small creatures, such as frogs, insects, and even tiny

snakes live in these little plant ponds. The creatures’

droppings provide nourishment for the plant.

A f lower stalk grows from the center of the cup.

Seeds produced in these f lowers may grow into new

plants. Baby bromeliads may also sprout from the base

of the mother plant. Baby bromeliads are called pups.

Trees are the biggest plants in the world. To be

called a tree, a plant must have one sturdy stem. This

stem is known as a trunk. To be called a tree, a plant

must also grow to a height of 20 feet (6 meters) or

more. Trees can be divided into two groups called

conifers and broadleaf trees. Both kinds make seeds.

Conifers
Conifers are cone-bearing trees. Pines, firs, and

redwoods are all conifers. The cones hold and protect

the tree’s seeds. Most conifers have leaves shaped like

needles. They shed the needles little by little, so the

trees stay green all year. Because they stay green year

round, conifers are called evergreen trees.

Conifers grow in a cone shape. This shape keeps

snow from building up and damaging the tree. Conifers

are hardy trees and are very fragrant.

A bromeliad 
growing on a 
tree branch

Chapter 3

Terrific Trees
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ground to store the ones they don’t eat. Squirrels don’t

remember where they hide every acorn. The forgotten

acorns sprout in warm weather and become oak trees.

If a baby oak tree grows too close to its parent tree,

it probably will not get enough water, light, or minerals.

14

Broadleaf Trees
Broadleaf trees don’t have needles. Instead, they

have f lat leaves. Most broadleaf trees shed their leaves

at the end of summer. Examples include maple, birch,

ash, aspen, and oak. These broadleaf trees are common

throughout the United States.

Oaks have been called the lords of the forest. A 

full-grown oak tree is an acorn factory. It makes 90,000

acorns in one year and can make millions of acorns

over its lifetime. Acorns are actually nuts. Each acorn

holds a seed along with food that the sprouting seed

can use. Acorns are important in the forest food chain.

Birds, squirrels, deer, and other plant-eating animals

dine on acorns. Then meat-eating animals such as foxes

and owls eat the plant-eaters. Many animals often live

in one oak tree. Insects munch the oak tree’s leaves.

Birds and bats feast on the insects that live in the oak.

An oak tree may be home to 30 bird species, 200 moth

species and 45 other insect species.

Squirrels and oaks are important to each other.

Squirrels depend on the trees for food. In turn,

squirrels do a job for the trees. Because squirrels 

can’t eat all the acorns they find, they dig holes in the

15

Squirrels eat some
acorns and store others
to eat in the winter.
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“Hey, everybody!” Carrie shouted. “LUNCH!”

Hearing a strange voice, Diana’s parents hurried

into the living room. As Diana introduced them to

Mary Bell and Carrie—and Mary and Carrie to each

other—Diana thought, “I think I might like living here.”

Soon Diana and Carrie were practicing softball

almost every afternoon. When they played in Diana’s

backyard, Mary Bell was usually in her backyard. Instead

of a lawn, Mary’s backyard had a garden with tidy rows

of vegetables, f lowers, and herbs. Attached to the side

of her house stood a greenhouse made of frosted glass.

Almost immediately after the moving van left the

Chens’ new house, the doorbell rang. Diana answered

the door to find an older woman holding a platter of

sandwiches.

“Welcome to the neighborhood,” the woman said.

“I’m Mary Bell, your next-door neighbor on that side.”

She pointed to her right with her head. “Are you

hungry?”

Diana was starving. She swallowed and nodded.

Before Diana could introduce herself, Mary Bell

handed the platter to her. “Good. I’ll be back with more

food and some lemonade.” As Mary Bell hurried down

the porch steps, her long gray braid swayed.

Kelsey, Diana’s older sister, walked into the living

room, sniffing. “I smell turkey—and I don’t mean you.”

She took a sandwich and wandered upstairs without

even asking where they had come from.
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Mary Bell stood back up and walked over to the low

stone wall that separated her house from Diana’s. “You

still have to know how to throw the ball,” she stated.

“And knowing how to throw it means knowing when 

to release it. You let go of it too soon. That’s why it

went over Diana’s head.”

Carrie frowned and started to march over to the

wall. “But I—”

Diana grabbed Carrie’s arm. “Shh,” she whispered.

“How come you know so much about softball?” she

asked Mary.

Standing up, Mary straightened her hat. “What you

really mean is how come an old woman like me knows

so much about softball.”

Diana started to apologize, but Mary held up her

hand to stop her. “It’s all right,” she said with a laugh.

Then she motioned for Diana and Carrie to go to her

front door. “I’ll tell you about me and softball over

some lemonade and cookies.”

As Mary opened the front door of her house, Diana’s

eyes widened. Plants filled Mary’s every room. Trees in

huge clay pots filled the corners and the spaces in front

of the windows.

One afternoon Carrie threw a wild pitch, and Diana

knocked the ball into Mary’s garden. “Mary!” Diana

shouted. “Watch out!”

“DUCK!” Carrie yelled.

Instead of ducking, Mary bolted up, shot her arm

out, and caught the ball. Then she rapidly fired it back

to Carrie.

Carrie was so astonished by Mary’s reaction that she

stood rooted to the ground with her mouth open.

Diana had to pull her out of the way of the softball.

“You’re letting go of the ball too soon,” Mary told

Carrie and bent over to weed her tomato plants again.

“Well, I’m really a catcher, you know,” Carrie called

out to Mary.

6
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Ant heard the rushing stream before he saw it. It

was a pleasing sound, for Ant was thirsty. He climbed

over several pebbles—a long distance for such a tiny

creature—and viewed the rippling stream. It f lowed

swiftly and could be dangerous for a creature as small

as he. Yet Ant wasn’t afraid because he did not plan on

going into the stream. He just wanted a drink.

Ant moved closer to the stream. Then he carefully

perched himself on its muddy edge and took a sip of

the cold, clean water. As Ant drank, his front legs slowly

started to slip toward the stream. At first Ant did not

notice. But when his second set of legs slipped, Ant

knew he was in trouble. He was about to fall into the

water. Ant frantically tried to dig his third set of legs

into the muddy edge, but the small insect’s efforts were

useless. He fell headfirst into the fast f low of the

stream.

30

The Ant and the Dove

One good turn deserves another.

Perhaps Ant’s brothers and sisters would have been

strong enough to save themselves if they fell in. Ant was

not. The rushing stream spun him around and around.

In seconds it would force him under the water forever.

Next to the stream stood an old oak tree. One of

its branches reached out over the water where Ant

struggled to stay alive. On the branch sat Dove, who

was resting and enjoying the sound of the bubbling

stream below her. Dove saw Ant at the very moment he

FORMAT GROUP
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fell into the water. Her quick mind saw Ant’s dangerous

problem. Her kind heart found a solution.

Dove tore a leaf from the oak tree and let it fall into

the stream below. It landed on the water right in front

of Ant. Ant saw the leaf and reached for it but missed.

He reached a second time and missed. Ant reached a

third time and caught just the edge of the leaf. It was

enough. Ant pulled himself onto the leaf and f loated

safely to the edge of the stream.

32

When he was on land, Ant scrambled up the muddy

bank to dry grass. As he lay in the grass, breathing hard,

he looked upward at Dove. Ant realized Dove had saved

him and said weakly, “Thank you for your kindness,

Dove.”

“It was nothing,” said Dove and f lew away.

Dove was not only kind but beautiful. She was so

beautiful that many humans would have kept her in a

cage in their home. Although Dove’s beauty would have

made a human’s house more pleasant, Dove did not

wish to live in a cage.

One human hiding in the woods that morning did

not care about Dove’s wish to be free. His name was

Bird Catcher.

Bird Catcher caught and sold beautiful birds to

other humans. He had often seen Dove in the big oak

tree. He knew he could sell her for a high price, so he

made a trap of twigs and string. In the center of the

trap he placed some seeds that Dove would like. Bird

Catcher’s plan was simple. When Dove f lew down to

eat the seeds, he would pull the string and make the

trap fall over Dove. All Bird Catcher had to do was 

hide and wait in the tall grass.
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Jane’s mother returned to England. By then the local

people trusted Jane and were helping her in any way

that they could.

One day Jane watched a chimp that she had named

David Graybeard. David hunted and killed a small

animal. Jane watched him eat the animal and share his

kill with other chimps. Jane had made an important

discovery. Before that time scientists did not know 

that chimps knew how to hunt. They also believed 

that chimps did not eat meat.

20

Each morning, Jane awoke at 5:30 and ate a small

breakfast. Then she hiked up the mountain before the

sun came up. All day she watched the chimps through

her binoculars. Quietly she moved closer to the chimps,

hoping they would not run away. At sunset she hiked

back to camp for supper. Sometimes she went back up

the mountain after supper to sleep near a chimp’s nest.

Then she was able to watch the chimps wake up in the

morning. On other evenings, she stayed in camp to write

notes about what she had seen that day. Jane kept careful

notes on each chimp’s behavior. She soon realized that

each chimp had its own look and personality. When she

could recognize each chimp, she gave each one a name.

Jane’s mother set up a clinic for local people who

were sick. It turned out that the clinic also helped Jane.

It helped the local people realize that the Goodalls

were not there to hurt them or the animals. Eventually

Jane’s mother at
the clinic she set up
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David fished for termites again and again. When his

piece of grass bent, he dropped it. Then he picked up a

little twig, stripped the leaves off, and used that to fish

for termites.

David had used the blade of grass as a tool! He had

also made a tool from the twig. These were important

discoveries. Before that time, scientists thought that

only humans knew how to use and make tools. Jane

quickly sent word to Dr. Leakey, who was also excited

by the discovery.

22

Soon something else

surprising happened. David

Graybeard visited Jane’s

camp! First he climbed a

palm tree just outside camp.

Then he came right into

camp and ate a banana

that had been left on a

table. David Graybeard

came back to camp day

after day. He soon took a

banana right out of Jane’s

hand. Before long, other chimps were joining David

Graybeard on his camp visits. With David Graybeard

leading the way, most chimps began to relax around

Jane. Her patience had finally paid off. She was finally

able get as close to the chimps as she wanted.

David Graybeard also provided Jane with her most

exciting discovery. One morning, Jane came upon David

squatting on a termite mound. She saw him pick up a

blade of grass, poke the grass into a hole in the mound,

and then pull it out. The grass was covered with termites.

David picked the termites off with his lips and ate them.
Gombe chimps using
sticks to fish for termites

Jane with 
David Graybeard
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What is We Can! and how does it help teachers?
We Can! is a scientifically based research curriculum 
that is aligned with state and national Pre-K standards,
and it has been field-tested in public and private
preschools. It builds children’s background knowledge
and thinking skills, preparing them for successful
learning. This curriculum works! 

We’ve done the preparation work to support teach-
ers! We’ve spent the time developing the curriculum and
writing the lesson plans so teachers can focus on
effective instructional delivery and help children become
successful learners. 

How does We Can! support teachers and help
children develop language abilities and increase
their knowledge?
The content in We Can! materials is integrated to
encourage repeated practice with vocabulary words that
appear in big books, lesson plans, technology, and fine
arts. Children use words over and over so they become
tools for communication and creative expression. 

What is unique about We Can! that creates
classroom communities for successful teaching
and learning?
1. The Classroom Management System incorporates

small and whole group activities, learning centers,
teacher-directed instruction, and opportunities for
exploration.

2. Five Teacher Editions—each contains two months
of lesson plans and thematic units that explicitly
demonstrate how to organize, plan, teach, modify,
enrich, and monitor and communicate children’s
progress. Instructional methodology is “built in” so
teachers know how to teach and what to teach. 

3. American Sign Language (ASL) extends children’s
natural tendencies to gesture, talk, and act out their
words to express their ideas. Teachers use ASL to
maintain attention, build word knowledge, introduce
letter/sound relationships, and teach children to
speak with expression. 

4. Assessments and Data Management—teachers chart
observations and monitor progress. Teachers learn
how to use data for planning and grouping children
for instruction.

5. The I Can Draw Pre-Writing Program uses art
experiences to develop listening comprehension,
following directions, print awareness, spatial
concepts and geometry, and integrates using words,
art, and print to express thoughts and feelings.

How do teachers monitor and communicate
children’s progress and share what they do at
school?
We Can! includes a Pre-K Assessment that teachers use
to measure progress at the beginning, middle, and end
of the year. Monthly Skills Checklists are used to report
progress at the end of each thematic unit. Two news-
letters link school and home communications: PEP Talk,
a parent newsletter that identifies what is happening at
school; and We Can Talk, a newsletter that children
create to summarize learning experiences.

We Can! Pre-K Curriculum
We Can! Provides Instructional Support for Teachers
We Can! Pre-K Curriculum creates success for teachers and children!
This comprehensive curriculum integrates instruction for language
and early literacy, math, science, health and safety, personal and
social development, social studies, fine arts, physical development,
and technology. 
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How is We Can! organized so teachers use their time efficiently and effectively?
We Can! organizes content into “teachable parts.” The content is presented in Thematic Units that
are rich in language development and pre-reading skills appropriate for young children. Our tools
help teachers know what to do and how to teach successfully.

Unit Focus
35

Unit Vocabulary

Naming Words: General

Naming Words: Families

mother, mom, momma

madre, mama, mamita

father, dad, daddy

padre, papa, papito

sister, brother, baby

hermana, hermano, bebé

grandparents, grandmother, grandfather

abuelos, abuela, abuelo

cousin, aunt, uncle

primo/prima, tía, tío

niece, nephew

sobrina, sobrino

Naming Words: Body Parts

Naming Words: Clothing

shirt, blouse, sweater

camisa, blusa, suéter/chaleco

shorts, pants, jeans, skirt

pantalones cortos, pantalones, jeans/bluyines, falda/pollera

coat, jacket

abrigo/sobretodo, chaqueta

shoes, flip-flops, sandals, sneakers, boots

zapatos, chancletas, sandalias, zapatillas, botas

gloves, mittens

guantes, mitones

hat, cap

sombrero, gorro/gorra

underwear, slip, socks

ropa interior, enagua, calcetines/soquetes

swimsuit

traje de baño

pajamas

piyamas

overalls

overol/guardapolvo

Describing Words

angry, mad, unhappy

enfadado/enojado, furioso/enloquecido, infeliz

sleepy, awake

soñoliento, despierto/a

quiet, noisy

silencioso/tranquilo, bullicioso/ruidoso

lonely, shy

solo/solitario, tímido

friendly, helpful

amistoso, servicial/útil

happy, sad

alegre/contento, triste

kind, loving, caring

amable, afectuoso/cariñoso, solícito/ta

good, bad

bueno/a, malo/a

right, wrong

correcto/a/bien, equivocado/a/mal

Action Words

share, shares, sharing, shared

compartir, comparte, compartiendo, compartió

give, gives, giving, gave

dar, da, dando, dio

hop, hops, hopping, hopped

brincar, brinca, brincando, brincó

sit, sits, 
sitting, sat

sentar, sienta, sentando, sentó

sleep, sleeps, sleeping, slept

dormir, duerme, durmiendo, durmió

cry, cries, crying, cried

llorar, llora, llorando, lloró

talk, talks, talking, talked

hablar, habla, hablando, habló

hug, hugs, hugging, hugged

abrazar, abraza, abrazando, abrazó

run, runs, running, ran

corer, corre, corriendo, corrió

jump, jumps, jumping, jumped

saltar, salta,  saltando, saltó

dance, dances, dancing, danced

danzar/bailar, danza/baila, danzando/bailando, danzó/bailó

stand, stands, standing, stood

pararse, se para, se está parando, se paró  and/or levantarse,

se levanta, se está levantando, se levantó

eat, eats, eating, ate

comer, come, comiendo, comió

laugh, laughs, laughing, laughed

reír, ríe, riendo, rió

smile, smiles, smiling, smiled

sonreír, sonríe, sonriendo, sonrió

hold, holds, holding, held

sujetar/sostener, sujeta/sostiene, sujetando/sosteniendo, 

sujetó/ sostuvo

hair 
pelo
head
cabeza

cheek  

mejilla

nose 
nariz
mouth
boca
tongue

lengua

tooth, teeth

diente, dientes

chin
barbilla

neck
cuello
shoulder

hombro

back
espalda

chest
pecho
heart
corazón

waist
cintura

stomach

estómago

buttocks

nalgas

thigh
muslo
calf
pantorrilla

ear, ears

oreja, orejas

eye, eyes

ojo, ojos

eyebrow, eyebrows

ceja, cejas

finger, fingers

dedo, dedos

arm, arms

brazo, brazos

elbow, elbows

codo, codos

wrist, wrists

muñeca, muñecas

hand, hands

mano, manos

hip, hips

cadera, a caderas

leg, legs

pierna, piernas

knee, knees

rodilla, rodillas

ankle, ankles

tobillo, tobillos

foot, feet

pie, pies

toe, toes

dedo del pie, dedos

del pie

girl, girls

niña, niñas

boy, boys

niño, niños

student, students

estudiante, estudiantes

I, my, myself, mine

yo, mi, yo misma, mío/mía

we, ours 

nosotros, nuestro/a

you, yours

tú, tuyo/a

he, she

él , ella

his, hers

su/suyo, su/suya, 

they, them, theirs

ellos, a ellos/ellas, suyo/suya;

de ellos/de ellas

feelings, thoughts

sentimientos, pensamientos

important, special

importante, especial

different, alike

diferente, parecido
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Target Objectives/ Assessment

1. Name five body parts.

2. Name members of family (mother, father, sister, brother,

baby).

3. Name different clothing articles (shirt, pants, shorts,

shoes, socks).

4. Name two ways children in class are alike and

different.

5. Identify situations that cause feelings of hurt, anger,

sadness, happiness, confusion, or fear.

Objetivos/Evaluación

1. Nombra cinco partes del cuerpo.

2. Nombra miembros de una familia (mama, papa,

hermana, hermano, bebé).

3. Nombra artículos de ropa diferentes (camisa,

pantalón, pantalón corto, zapatos, calcetines).

4. Nombra dos maneras en que los niños de la clase

son iguales y diferentes.

5. Identifica situaciones que causan sentimientos de

dolor, coraje, tristeza, alegría, confusión o miedo.

Self-Awareness

Before You Begin

Refer to the Video and Video Guidebook for complete

information regarding Classroom Management.

1. Create a Daily Schedule to plan and pace instruction. 

2. Display the Helper Chart and delegate responsibilities

to children.

3. Set up the Rotation Chart.

4. Adjust the number and location of learning centers to

create a “Best Practice” environment.

5. Use the Quick Reference Card to support ASL.

Grouping for Instruction

1. Preview lesson plans to decide how to teach each

activity.

2. Most activities are introduced and practiced in whole

group then extended in small groups at the Teaching

Table, Work Table or in Learning Centers.

3. Present these activities at the Teaching Table to closely

monitor children’s learning and provide corrective

feedback: Vocabulary Development, Phonological

Awareness, Pre-Writing, Literacy and Written

Expression, and Math.

4. Some activities that encourage children to write stories

may be presented in whole group but complete writing

at the Teaching Table or at a Work Table with

supervision.

Teaching Tips

1. Read books for author study every day. Compare author

and illustrator styles. Vote on favorites. (See book list on

page 200.)

2. Practice pre-writing strokes by saying chant while

drawing strokes in the air with fingers. No paper or

pencil yet!

3. Decode the language by breaking words and sentences

into parts. Clap and count the parts.

4. Help children apply word meanings. Use words in oral

sentences. Have children practice repeating sentences

with partners.

5. Repeat poems, fingerplays, and songs daily to teach

rhythm, rhyme, and expression.

Pre-Writing
I Can Draw Big Books demonstrate how to use the 
pre-writing strokes for drawing pictures.I Can Draw Me!I Can Draw My House!

Instructional Materialsfor Self-AwarenessPatterns
Patterns 1–5 are intended for children to use with this unit
and need to be copied. Full-size patterns are located in the
Blackline Masters.

Newsletters
Send the PEP TALK newsletterhome with children onMonday of the first week ofthe unit. Send home theWe Can Talk newsletter onFriday of the last week ofAugust. Full-size newslettersare in the Blackline Masters.

Monthly Skills ChecklistUse the Monthly Skills Checklistat the end of each unit to assessprogress on the target objectives forthe unit. Full-size checklists are inthe Blackline Masters.

Technology
Use The Learning Zoo topractice language skills, learn to recognize colors,shapes, and numbers, anduse pre-writing strokes tocreate designs and color.These skills are presented inLetter Sounds and Strokes.

American Sign
Language 
Use ASL to managebehaviors and clearlycommunicate
expectations by actingout word meaningswith expression.

Music CD/Cassette
Use We Can Sing Englishand Spanish for transitions,creative movement, singing,and listening while workingin small groups. The songshelp develop phonologicalawareness, rhythm, rhyme,and recognition of colorsand numbers.
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Why

Whahat

People learn to use their five 

senses:  sight, hearing, touch or 

feeling, tasting, and smelling.  Help 

extend our learning by...

Themes This Month

We Help Children

FivFive Sensese Senses

HoHomes and F
mes and Familiamilieses

ConnennectctionsnsBetBetweeneenLanganguagage &e &LiterLiteracy......

FivFive Sensese Senses

HoHomes and F
mes and Familiamilieses

ConnennectctionsnsBetBetweeneenLanganguagage &e &LiterLiteracy......

Five Senses

Homes and Families

ConnectionsBetweenLanguage &Literacy...
We are learning to appreciate our gifts of 

family and friends.  Help us:

* How people in our families are

  connected or related
* How our family is alike or different from others

* What makes our family and family members special

* How friendships are formed and maintained

* Name members of our family

* Tell how family members help each other

* Learn to be responsible and helpful

Talk to us about:

* Demonstrating how we use our senses to 

  discover & learn* Naming body parts
  (eyes for seeing, ears for hearing)

* Exploring our senses & how we use them

1.  Read books by authors Eric Carle or Lois Ehlert.

     Compare how the authors are alike & different.

2.  Describe objects or places and identify colors,

     shapes, and sizes.
3.  Sort family pictures & discuss relationships.  Identify

     how people are alike & different, special & important.

  It is a...
* Social tool used to communicate & influence others       

* Learning tool as we learn HOW to listen                               

* Speaking tool when we learn to use words carefully                    

* Self-help tool when we learn to seek assistance

   & grow

is language so important?

Why

        do I need to know about 
language and literacy?

What

Oral language is  the listening & speaking part of

communication.  It  is a PROCESS that develops

naturally.  Literacy, the reading & writing part of

communication, is NOT a process that develops as

easily as oral language.  It is a learned behavior. 

Parents & educators help children become literate

or learn how to read and write. 
                                          develop oral

                                          develop oral

language skills by:  Listening & looking

language skills by:  Listening & looking

when they speak to us, reading print or

when they speak to us, reading print or

books together

books together, discussing what words 

, discussing what words 

mean, & speaking & reading with

mean, & speaking & reading with

expression.  Encourage children to

expression.  Encourage children to

"hear" rhymes & rhythm.

"hear" rhymes & rhythm.

                                          develop oral

language skills by:  Listening & looking

when they speak to us, reading print or

books together, discussing what words 

mean, & speaking & reading with

expression.  Encourage children to

"hear" rhymes & rhythm.

ASL

Bulletin Board Suggestions1. Class Mural. Children take turns drawing a self-portrait
on one large piece of butcher paper. Teacher prints
children’s names on the drawings. Use a camera and
take a picture of each child. Use pushpins to post
photographs by each child’s self-portrait.2. Guess Who? Collect baby pictures of children in class.
Post pictures on bulletin board. Print children’s names
on individual cards and post at bottom of bulletin
board. Children match pictures with names. Use
pushpins to post name cards by pictures.

Learning Center SuggestionsMaterials are not all required and some may be substituted.
1. Measurement. Use a deep plastic container filled

one-third with water. Children fill containers and
compare for empty, half full, or full. Provide a hand
towel for clean-up time.2. Beauty Shop. Include old wigs and head stands; clip
hair rollers; mirror; hair dryer; empty shampoo, creme
rinse, and lotion bottles; hair bows; barrettes; comb
and brush; plastic cape. (A beauty shop will usually
loan or donate some of these items.)3. Dress-Up. Depending on the age of the children,
collect clothing items that are easy for children to
manipulate. Add shoes, purses, neckties, belts, and
boots. Add to Home Center.4. Hat and Shoe Store. Collect old hats, shoes, and
boots to create a hat and shoe store. Add play money,
handbags, wallets, cash register, shoehorns, andshoeboxes. Use a step stool for the “salesperson” to
sit upon to assist a “customer” in trying on shoes.5. Play Stage. Set up a theater or stage for creative
dramatics. Children pretend to be people they admire.
Add play microphones, furniture or props, clothing,
dolls, empty make-up containers, and an old camera or
video recorder. In the center of the stage, add books
with characters who may be imitated. 6. Puppet Theater. Make a puppet stage from anappliance box. Use curtains or towels to cover the

stage. Make or purchase puppets, or use dolls.7. School House Literacy Center. Open the We Can!
School House to create a literacy center using the
outside easel. Collect literature books, puzzles,magnifying glass, old eye glass frames with the lens
popped out, clipboards with paper, and colored writing
and drawing pencils that erase easily. Children look at
books, work puzzles, and draw pictures.8. Circle Time. Use the We Can! School House to create
a gathering area for story time, instruction, anddiscussions. Use the easel on the outside of the box to
place books and pictures, puppets and props.

Books for Self-AwarenessLiterature
You may want to use Do You Want to be My Friend? by
Eric Carle and In the Tall, Tall Grass by Denise Fleming
with this unit. These books are included as part of the
We Can! Pre-K Curriculum Kit. 

Author Study
Go to the library and check out books by Eric Carle and
Denise Fleming. Read stories by each author and discuss
what the author is trying to tell the reader. Compare
characters, settings, illustrations, and events from one book
to another. Use art materials to recreate illustrations in the
stories. Torn paper art works great with these authors’
stories! Request a printout of author names and book titles
from your local bookstore or library. Thematic Big BooksTeaching Tips for using these books are included on the

inside cover of each book.My Big Book About Me!People Are Special and Different!Children use the Student Storybooks (smaller versions of
Big Books) to follow along with the teacher and learn
about book and print awareness.

Instructional Materials for
Thematic Unit Visual references
help teachers quickly gather the
We Can! materials.

Books for Thematic Unit Books
included are identified and
Author Study is described.Learning Center Suggestions Ideas 

for creating and using Learning Centers.

Before You Begin Classroom
management suggestions help
teachers organize instruction.

Unit Vocabulary Suggested words for
vocabulary development (also translated
into Spanish).

Teaching Tips Tips provide instructional
support for teachers.

Target Objectives/Assessment
Target Objectives focus instruction
and clarify expectations.

Unit Focus Teachers quickly
see the thematic link.

Bulletin Board Suggestions Ideas
for displaying children’s work.

Daily Lesson Plans break the thematic content and target objectives
into “teachable parts.” Each day includes the following sections:
Plan, Teach, Enrich, and Assess. Each activity describes what to
teach and how to provide practice opportunities to make instruction
meaningful.

Weekly Lesson Plans Lesson plans show summary of all
the activities for the week in one easy-to-read spread.

Week Two ◆ Lesson Plans
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MONDAY
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
FRIDAY

Integrates Personal and Social Development

Be Good to Yourself. People take care 

of their bodies to keep them working

efficiently. 

Integrates Personal and Social Development

All About Clothes. Clothing may be alike

or different. It has many parts, colors,

shapes, sizes, patterns, and materials.

Integrates Personal and Social Development

Clothing is Different. People change

clothing according to weather conditions

and where they are going. People purchase

clothing from stores. Some people sew and

use machines to make their own clothing.

Action Words. Children name an action or

movement and demonstrate.

About Us. Children demonstrate and act out

emotions using facial expressions.

Antonyms

Comparison Words. Discuss concepts

using descriptive words such as shorter,

taller, less than, fewer, and larger. Make

comparisons.

Masks. Make paper plate masks to

demonstrate emotions and feelings.

Word Play. Write Action Words on index

cards. Say each word slowly (stretching it

out) and have children repeat each word.

Clap the syllables in each word.

Story Web. Read a story. Then create a

story web to discuss story elements.

Handmade Modeling Clay. Read recipe

and make clay.

Story Mapping. Extend the story web by

rereading the story with children. Return to

the story web and add describing words that

tell about the setting, characters, plot, and

ending.
Moods. Have children draw pictures

showing moods.

Illustrate Poem, Pattern 2

Synonyms. Children name synonyms for

Action Words.

Clap and Say Vocabulary Words. Say a

short sentence using one-syllable words,

such as “I am a girl.” Have children repeat

the sentence and clap each word. 

Compare Heights. Trace each child’s body

outline. Then measure and compare

outlines.

Seriation. Rank objects from large to small,

tall to short, big to little.

Compare Widths. Children stand together

with arms out. Measure and compare

fingertip to fingertip widths.

Measurement

Directed Drawings. To reinforce pre-

writing strokes and to review geometric

shapes, have children follow instructions to

complete drawings.

Personal Hygiene. Discuss personal

hygiene habits and routines.

Fire Safety. Discuss fire safety and walk

through a pretend fire drill.

Personal Safety. Discuss safety habits at

home and at school. Discuss safety habits

for fire, strangers, and poisons/drugs. Role

play what to do in an emergency.

Temperature. Use a thermometer to

measure and compare body temperatures.

Use thermometer to measure outside

temperature.

Creative Movement

Do As I Do

Skip to My Lou

Fingerplays
I Can Do

Tap Your Toe

Music
Here We Are Together

Art
A Book About Me

Colors: Red and Yellow

Creative Movement

Rope Walk

Fingerplays
Open, Shut Them

Music
Clap, Clap, Clap Your Hands

Art
A Book About Me

Bean Names

Creative Movement

Grand March

Skip to My Lou

Fingerplays
Clap Your Hands

Music
All on One Hand

Put Your Bottoms on the Rug

Art
Fingerpainting

Naming Words: Body Parts

Describing Words and 

Action Words

Naming Words: Clothing

Describing Words and 

Action Words

Review Naming Words, Describing

Words, and Action Words. Children 

use words in oral sentences to demonstrate

understanding of word meanings.

Social Studies
Integrates Personal and Social Development

Body Business. Body parts are put together

in a special way to work best.

◆ Have children role play how they do

things alike or differently.

Integrates Personal and Social Development

Working Together. Body parts work

together in special ways that allow us to

move, learn, eat, and breathe.

Vocabulary 

Development 

Naming Words. Introduce Naming Words

as words that tell WHAT something is. Have

children imitate and describe how body

parts work.

Describing Words. Introduce Describing

Words as words that tell ABOUT something.

Review Clothing Words. Identify patterns

in clothing: stripes, dots, plaids, solid colors,

checks, and prints. Use Clothes Words in

oral sentences.

Phonological 

Awareness
and
Pre-Writing

Activities using Building Early Literacy

and Language Skills. Dissected Directions,

p. 197
◆ Practice two strokes: Up and around,

Touch, pull down.

◆ Introduce stroke: Touch, push over.

Activities using Building Early Literacy

and Language Skills. Ding Dong Dell, p. 143

Activities using Letter Sounds and

Strokes. Introduce letter o. Practice daily.

Read back of letter card o. Use pre-writing

stroke, Up and around, to make the letter o.

Activities using Letter Sounds and

Strokes. Read the back of Phonetic Letter

Card for letter o. Practice saying words with

the letter o sound as listed on the card.

Practice strokes to make letter o and circles

in the air with flashlights.

Activities using Letter Sounds and

Strokes. Introduce letter a. Read back of let-

ter cards for o and a. Practice three pre-writ-

ing strokes in air or use flashlights. Form let-

ters o and a and circles.

Activities using Building Early Literacy

and Language Skills. Show and Tell Book,

p. 91
◆ Practice pre-writing strokes in the air. Use

strokes to form letters o and a.

◆ Review LSS Letter Cards for letters o and a.

Literacy 
and Written 

Expression

Poem: Friendship

Poem: I Wiggle My Fingers

Action Words in Action. Discuss action

words and find pictures to show movement.

Have children dictate stories.

Author Study. Read books by Eric Carle

and Denise Fleming.

Math
Counting One-to-One. Match one girl to

one boy for one-to-one correspondence

skill.
◆ Review shapes: circle, square. Introduce

heart and star shapes.

Sort Shapes by Two Attributes. Help

children sort objects by size and color.

Name Comparisons. Compare lengths of

children’s names.

Science, Health, 

and Safety

Secondary Colors. Mix primary colors to

make secondary colors.

Safety. Discuss why children avoid

touching their faces with paint on their

fingers.

Magic Water Trick. Make colored water.

Put drops of bleach into colored water. Stir,

and watch the colors disappear.

Color Words. Have children match the

words red and yellow to objects of the same

color.

Fine Arts and Physical

Development

Creative Movement

Move to Music

Musical Shapes

Fingerplays
I Wiggle My Fingers (Poem Poster)

I Have Ten Fingers

Music
Good Grooming

Art
Lip Prints

Creative Movement

Ball Relay

Fingerplays
I Have Ten Fingers

Two Little Hands (Poem Poster)

Poem
Special Me

Art
A Book About Me

Oral Language
Naming Words: Body Parts

Naming Words: Body Parts

Describing Words and

Action Words

ASL

ASL

ASL

ASL

ASL
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Plan Steps organize 
preparation and delivery.

Daily Key Objective The Daily Key
Objective focuses instruction. 

Oral Language The lists suggest
categories of words for instruction.

ELL Modifications Suggestions allow
teachers to modify instruction and make
it meaningful to all children.

Social Studies Teachers use experiences
to encourage personal and social
development and enrich cultural
awareness and appreciation.

Enrich Guided and individual practice opportunities
encourage children to develop competence and
confidence in their abilities.

Use the Rotation Chart to guide children through activities. 

Lang/Lit: E.1, E.2a–c/e, G.1,

G.2, G.3, G.4, J.1, J.2a/b

Activities using 

Building Early Literacy

and Language Skills

◆ Ding Dong Dell,

p. 143

Activities

using Letter

Sounds and

Strokes

◆ Introduce

letter o.

Practice 

daily. 

Pre-Writing

Activities using Letter

Sounds and Strokes

◆ Use pre-writing stroke, Up and

around, to make the letter o.

◆ Pre-writing Strokes: Fingerpaint

and practice three strokes: Up

and around, Touch, pull down,

and Touch, push over. 

◆ Use the I Can Draw Big Book

and practice pre-writing

strokes.

Lang/Lit: F.4, F.6a/b,

G.1, G.1, J.1, J.2a/b

Phonological

Awareness

Select words from the following

categories for today’s Oral

Language instruction.

Naming Words: Body Parts

Describing Words and

Action Words

See Self-Awareness Unit Focus,

page 35 for a complete list of

suggested words for each

category.

◆ The We Can! materials are identified at the point of use

and in the Unit Focus. Additional materials are identified

in the Shopping List for Self-Awareness on page 198.

◆ Scan classroom to locate objects that can be used as

examples for color recognition.

◆ Plan a time to review new roles for Helper Chart and role

play how to be a helper.

◆ Preview and select vocabulary words for Oral Language.

◆ Choose activities for whole and small group instruction

using information on page 34 of the Unit Focus.

AUGUST
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Lang/Lit: A.1, A.7a–c, C.1a/b,

C.2, C.3a/b, D.1, D.2a/b, D.6a/b

Oral Language

Daily Key Objective

The child will point to clothing articles

that are red, yellow, or blue.
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Vocabulary Development

arms (los brazos), hands (los manos), legs (las piernas),

feet (los pies), head (la cabeza), shoulders (los

hombros), knees (las rodillas), toes (los dedos del pie)

◆ Introduce English and Spanish vocabulary, using

pictures to clarify concepts.

◆ Use TPR Activity to review body parts by having

children point to their hands, feet, and other body

parts.

◆ Give directions about body parts, such as, “Put

your hand on your head,” while modeling the

behavior.

Math/Science/Art

◆ Match color picture cards to color word cards

before matching to objects.

◆ Use pictures of mixing colors before actually

mixing the colors.

◆ Orally describe what each child is doing with art.

Things To Do

Vocabulary: Get pictures of body parts.

Science: Get pictures that illustrate mixing colors.

Math: Get color picture cards and color word cards.

Tuesday

Modifications for English

Language Learners

ASL
Use American Sign Language (ASL)

to support language development.

Lang/Lit: A.7a–c, B.4a–d, C.6a–c, D.1,

D.2a/b, D.6a/b, D.8, D.9a/b, D.10a/b

Week Two | Tuesday
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Social Studies
Integrates Personal and Social Development

Working Together. Our body parts work together:

◆ Eyes and ears for learning and safety.

◆ Legs and feet for movement.

◆ Hands and arms for movement and grasping.

◆ Mouths and stomachs for eating.

◆ Lungs and heart for breathing and blood circulation.

Discuss and demonstrate how children may draw a picture of

themselves. Begin with a large oval for the abdomen and a circle 

for the head. Use circles and ovals for arms, legs, feet, hands, and

fingers. 

◆ Practice drawing people using The Learning Zoo.

FineArts: A.1, A.2a/c/d/f, A.3; 

Per/SocDev: B.1a/b, B.2a/b, B.3, B.4a–d; 

PhysDev: A.2a–c; SocStud: A.1a–c, A.2, A.5a/b

AUGUST
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See pages 188–194 for additional ELL support.

Describing Words. Discuss how Describing

Words are used to tell ABOUT something. Help

children list words that name similarities and

differences, such as color of skin, hair, and eyes.

Write describing words as the children say them. Use the words in

oral sentences to tell how they use their body parts.

Review Clothing Words. Identify patterns in clothing: stripes,

dots, plaids, solid colors, checks, and prints. Use wallpaper books 

to find examples of patterns and colors. 

Vocabulary Development

Vocabulary DevelopmentLang/Lit: C.1a/b, C.2, C.3a/b, C.4a/b, C.5a/b, 

C.6a–c, D.1, D.2a/b, D.3a/b; SocStud: A.1a–c, A.5a/b

CREATIVE MOVEMENT
Ball Relay
Have children form two lines (teams) and 

pass a ball between their legs from first to last

person. Variation: 1) Bounce ball once, then 

pass, 2) Walk 5 steps, turn and toss ball to 

next person in line.

FINGERPLAYSI Have Ten FingersI have ten fingers and they all belong 
to me;

I can make them do things, would you like to see?

I can open them wide and shut them up tight, 

I can put them together or I can put them out 

of sight. I can put them up high,I can put them down low;I can fold them quietly, And sit just so.
Two Little HandsTwo little hands go clap, clap, clap,

Two little feet go tap, tap, tap;
Two little hands go thump, thump, thump,

(Beat fists together)Two little feet go jump, jump, jump.
(Jump on tiptoes)One little body turns around,

(Spin slowly)One little child sits right down.
(Sit with legs crossed, arms/hands in lap)

Choose one or more activities to enrich daily instruction.

POEM
Special Me
I have a special kind of smile,
A special kind of talk;I hold my head a special way,

And I’ve a special walk.My laughing always sounds like me,
No one sings like I sing;I have a special kind of way

Of doing everything.For I’m a special person,There’s no one quite like me;
And if I had a choice, I guess,
I’d choose just being me!

Fine Arts and Physical Development

ART
A Book About Me. Create a booklet for each

child. Write the following sentences on the pages.

Page 1 This is me. (Child draws full-body
portrait.)Page 2 This is where I live. (Draw home.)

Children complete pages 1–2. Keep pages until

Thursday. Create an individual booklet.

◆ Observe children playing outside and

chart observations about body balance

and coordination.◆ Have each child point to objects that are

red and yellow. 
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Action Words in ActionAsk children to cut or tear out pictures from

magazines or draw pictures of things they like to

do. Tell children that these pictures show action or

movement. Have them glue or draw their pictures

on posterboard and display in the classroom.

Sort Shapes by Two Attributes. Use red

circles and yellow squares from attribute blocks.

Help children sort objects by color, shape, and 

size. Arrange objects in series: small to large, large

to small. Which is first? Use shapes to create

patterns (e.g., red, yellow, red, yellow or circle,

square, square). Tell how they are alike or different.

Name. Print each child’s name on a sentence strip.

Compare names to identify names with fewer letters

or more letters. Count and tell which names have

more letters. Count how many names have tall

letters. Count how many names begin or end with 

a particular letter or sound.◆ Support instruction with We Can Sing English 

and Spanish, Number Songs One Through Ten.

◆ Extend practice opportunities using The 

Learning Zoo.

Math

Lang/Lit: G.1, G.2, G.3, G.4; Math: A.8a, B.2a/b,
B.4, C.1a–c, D.3, D.6, E.1, E.2a/b, E.3a/b

Science, Health,and Safety

Science: A.1a/b, A.2a/b, A.4a/e,A.5, A.6, A.7, A.8, A.10a/b

Magic Water Trick. Fill 
baby food jars halfway with tap
water. Drop food coloring into
jars of water to make primary colors. Use an

eyedropper to put several drops of bleach into

colored water. Stir, and watch the colors

disappear.
Color Words. Mix primary colors to create

secondary colors. Help children match colors

and color words for red and yellow.

Tuesday(cont’d)
Lang/Lit: F.8, G.5, I.3b,J.1, J.2a/b, J.5, J.6a/b

Children use their pictures to dictate 
stories and teachers write their words. Children 

use pre-writing strokes or marks to pretend to write.

Author Study. Read books by Eric Carle and

Denise Fleming.

Literacy and Written Expression

AUGUST
Week Two ◆ Self-Awareness
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Lang/Lit: A.6d/e/f, E.2.a–c/e; FineArts: A.1, A.2a–c,

A.3, B.1, B.2, B.4, C.1, C.2, C.3; Math: B.1a/b;
Soc.Stud: A.5a/b; PhysDev: A.1, A.4a/b, B.1a/b

Teach Activities that present skills and
content are used to encourage and
extend learning.

Assess These are methods for monitoring children’s needs and progress.
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